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REAL TIME GENERATION OF ANIMATI0N-READY 3D CHARACTER MODELS

FIELD OFTHE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to computer generated graphics, and

more specifically to the real time generation of 3D characters for use in animation.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The use of 3D content and in particular of animated 3D characters is

becoming increasingly popular. In animated movies, games and virtual worlds, 3D

character models or avatars are often one of the most essential and compelling aspects

of the experience. Despite the increased demand for animated 3D characters, 3D

character models for use in animation continue to be created by artists with specialized

training. The artist typically creates a 3D character animation by manually producing a

3D characters model and motion data that animates the 3D model. A common process

for generating 3D character animations is illustrated in FIG. 1. The process 100 involves

creating ( 102) a mesh of the 3D character. A mesh is a collection of vertices and

polygons that define the shape of an object in 3D. A texture is created ( 104) and is

applied ( 106) to the mesh. The texture defines the appearance of the mesh. In order to

enable the animation of the 3D character, a skeleton is created ( 108) and skinning

weights ( 1 10) are defined. The skeleton defines the articulated body parts of the mesh

and the skinning weights define the deformation of the mesh as a function of the motion

of the skeleton. The process of defining a skeleton and skinning weights is often

referred to as rigging the 3D character. The rigging of a 3D character is usually quite

complex and time-consuming, and requires specific 3D modeling knowledge/education.

This represents a barrier to the generation of 3D animation content from a wider

audience. Moreover, most 3D modeling tools require the installation of 3rd party

software, which represents a further barrier to widespread use and diffusion of 3D

animation related art.



SUMMARY

[0003] Systems and methods in accordance with embodiments of the invention are

capable of automatically generating animation-ready 3D character models. In many

embodiments, animation-ready 3D character models are generated in real time based

upon a description of a desired 3D character provided via a web based user interface. In

several embodiments, animation-ready 3D character models are generated by

animators for use in animations. In other embodiments, animation-ready 3D character

models are generated in interactive environments such as video games and are used to

generate animations within the game.

[0004] One embodiment of the invention includes an application server configured to

receive the user defined model parameters and the clothing selection via a user

interface. In addition, the application server includes a generative model and the

application server is configured to generate a 3D anatomical mesh based upon the user

defined model parameters using the generative model, the application server includes

at least one clothing mesh template including a clothing mesh, a template skeleton,

and skinning weights and the application server is configured to apply the clothing

mesh from the clothing mesh template corresponding to the user clothing selection to

the generated 3D anatomical mesh to create a clothed mesh, the application server is

configured to adjust the template skeleton of the clothing mesh template corresponding

to the user clothing selection based upon the shape of the clothed mesh, the application

server is configured to generate skinning weights based upon the skinning weights of

the clothing mesh template corresponding to the user clothing selection, and the

application server stores an animation-ready 3D character model including the clothed

mesh, the adjusted skeleton, and the generated skinning weights.

[0005] In a further embodiment, the clothed mesh has polygon correspondence with

the clothing mesh template corresponding to the user clothing selection.



[0006] In another embodiment, the generated skinning weights are the same as the

skinning weights of the clothing mesh template corresponding to the user clothing

selection.

[0007] In a still further embodiment, the clothing mesh model includes UV mappings

used to map texture to the clothing mesh model, and the application server is

configured to apply modified textures to the clothed mesh utilizing the UV mappings.

[0008] In still another embodiment, the user interface is a web based user interface

generated by the application server.

[0009] In a yet further embodiment, the application server is configured to generate

the animation-ready 3D character model in real time in response to receipt of the user

defined model parameters and the clothing selection via the web based user interface.

[001 0] In yet another embodiment, the generative model is produced by principal

component analysis of a data set of 3D meshes, the application server is configured to

transform the user defined model parameters in terms of the principal components of

the generative model, and the 3D anatomical mesh is generated using the transformed

user defined model parameters and the generative model.

[001 1] In a further embodiment again, the application server is configured to apply

the clothing mesh template to the 3D anatomical mesh using a Mean Value Coordinates

calculation that deforms the vertices of the clothing mesh template in response to the

location of the vertices of the 3D anatomical mesh.

[001 2] In another embodiment again, the application server is configured to apply a

blend shape process to correct artifacts in the clothed mesh introduced by the Mean

Value Coordinates calculation.

[0013] In a further additional embodiment, the application server is configured to

adjust the template skeleton based upon the deformation of the clothing mesh template

using a Mean Value Coordinates calculation.

[0014] In another additional embodiment, the application server is configured to

apply the clothing mesh template to the 3D anatomical mesh by morphing the clothing



mesh template into the 3D anatomical mesh using a non-rigid mesh registration

process.

[001 5] An embodiment of the method of the invention includes receiving model

parameters and a clothing selection via a user interface, automatically generating a 3D

anatomical mesh based upon the received model parameters, automatically applying a

clothing mesh template based upon the clothing selection to the generated 3D

anatomical model to produce a clothed mesh, and automatically rigging the clothed

mesh by adjusting the template skeleton and generating skinning weights based upon

the skinning weight of the clothing mesh template.

[001 6] A further embodiment of the method of the invention includes mapping the

model parameters to principal components of a generative model, where the generative

model is created by principal component analysis of a data set of 3D meshes; and

generating a 3D anatomical mesh based upon the mapped model parameters using the

generative model.

[001 7] In another embodiment of the method of the invention applying a clothing

mesh template based upon the clothing selection to the generated 3D anatomical model

to produce a clothed mesh further includes using a Mean Value Coordinates calculation

that deform the vertices of the clothing mesh template in response to the location of the

vertices of the 3D anatomical mesh.

[0018] A still further embodiment of the method of the invention also includes

applying a blend shape process to correct artifacts in the clothed mesh introduced by

the Mean Value Coordinates calculation.

[001 9] In still another embodiment of the method of the invention, adjusting the

template skeleton further includes adjusting the joints of the skeleton based upon the

deformation of the clothing mesh template using a Mean Value Coordinates calculation.

[0020] In a yet further embodiment of the method of the invention, applying a

clothing mesh template based upon the clothing selection to the generated 3D

anatomical model to produce a clothed mesh further includes applying the clothing



mesh template to the 3D anatomical mesh by morphing the clothing mesh template into

the 3D anatomical mesh using a non-rigid mesh registration process.

[0021] In yet another embodiment of the method of the invention the clothed mesh

has polygon correspondence with the clothing mesh template selected by the user.

[0022] In a further embodiment again of the method of the invention, the generated

skinning weights are the same as the skinning weights of the clothing mesh template.

[0023] Another embodiment again of the method of the invention further includes

modifying the texture of the clothed mesh by applying textures using UV mappings that

were used to map texture to the clothing mesh model.

[0024] Another further embodiment of the method of the invention includes

deforming the vertices of the clothing mesh based upon the vertices of the 3D

anatomical mesh using a Mean Value Coordinates calculation.

[0025] Still another further embodiment of the method of the invention includes

applying a blend shape process to correct artifacts in the clothed mesh introduced by

the Mean Value Coordinates calculation.

[0026] Yet another further embodiment of the method of the invention includes

modifying the location of the joints of the template skeleton based upon the deformation

of the template mesh using a Mean Value Coordinate calculation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating a common process for generating 3D

character animations.

[0028] FIG. 2 is a network diagram illustrating a system for automatically generating

animation-ready 3D characters based upon parameters received from a user via the

Internet in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0029] FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating a process for generating animation-ready 3D

characters in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.



[0030] FIG. is a flow chart illustrating a process for using Principal Component

Analysis to create a generative model capable of generating 3D anatomical meshes

based upon model parameters that define readily identifiable anatomical

characteristics in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0031] FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating a process for applying a clothing mesh

template to a 3D anatomical mesh in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0032] FIG. 6a is a rendering of a 3D mesh showing an artifact resulting from the

application of a clothing mesh template to a 3D anatomical mesh in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention.

[0033] FIG. 6b is a rendering of the 3D mesh shown in FIG. 6b following application of

a blend shape process to smooth artifacts introduced by the application of the clothing

mesh template to the 3D anatomical mesh.

[0034] FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating a process for removing artifacts from 3D

meshes generated by applying a clothing mesh template to a 3D anatomical mesh in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0035] FIG. 8 is a flow chart illustrating a process for adjusting a template skeleton

based upon the shape of a 3D mesh in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0036] FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating a process for applying pre-defined skinning

weights to rig a 3D mesh in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0037] FIG. 10 is a flow diagram conceptually illustrating a process for creating an

animation-ready 3D character model in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0038] Turning now to the drawings, systems and methods for generating animation-

ready 3D character models in accordance with embodiments of the invention are

illustrated. An animation-ready 3D character model is typically considered to be a 3D

character model for which a mesh, a skeleton, and skinning weights are defined. The



skeleton and the skinning weights define the deformation of the mesh during

articulation of the body parts of the 3D character. Therefore, the combination of the

mesh, skeleton, and skinning weights is sufficient to enable the animation of the 3D

character. In many embodiments, an animation-ready 3D character model is generated

in response to a description of the desired characteristics of the 3D character using a

generative model. In a number of embodiments, the generative model is used to

generate a 3D anatomical mesh. The 3D anatomical mesh defines the body of the

character. Each 3D anatomical mesh generated by the generative model posseses

polygon correspondence with a number of clothing mesh templates, which can be

applied to the generated 3D mesh. A clothing mesh template is template that is

typically created by animoator, in which a clothing mesh is applied to a 3D anatomical

mesh and the mesh is rigged with a skeleton and skinning weights. A user can select a

clothing mesh template to apply to the generated 3D anatomical mesh. The clothing

mesh template includes a template skeleton, which can be automatically adjusted

according to the generated 3D anatomical mesh to which the clothing mesh is applied.

When a clothing mesh is applied to a 3D anatomical mesh, the result is often referred to

as a clothed mesh. Due to the polygon correspondence between the clothing template

mesh and the generated 3D anatomical mesh, he same UV mappings used to apply

texture to the clothing mesh template can be used to map textures to the clothed mesh.

Therefore, the user can modify the texture of the clothed mesh in real time. For

example, the color and/or pattern of the clothing can be changed by the user. The

clothing mesh template also includes skinning weights, which can be directly applied to

rig the 3D character model due to the polygon correspondence between the generated

3D anatomical mesh and the clothing mesh template. The application of the clothing

mesh template to the generated 3D mesh typically involves using the 3D mesh to

" drive " the deformation of the clothing mesh to created the clothed mesh. In many

instances, the process of deforming the clothing mesh template based upon the

generated 3D anatomical mesh results in artifacts at intersections of body parts of the



3D character. Therefore, many embodiments apply a process to correct mesh

flattening and other artifacts introduced by application of the clothing mesh template to

the generated 3D mesh.

[0039] In several embodiments, a generative model for 3D characters is created

using unsupervised learning or supervised learning. In both cases the learning is

achieved using a set of example 3D meshes that can involve labeled data. The

generative model enables the generation of new 3D meshes that interpolate or

extrapolate the space defined by the example 3D meshes. The labels are used by the

generative model to express the space of 3D meshes in terms of meaningful

parameters that describe the anatomical characteristics of a specific 3D mesh. For

example, the model parameters can include but are not limited to height, weight, and/or

attractiveness.

[0040] In many instances, a user interface is provided that enables a user to

automatically create, view, and animate a 3D character model in real time. Systems

and methods for generating animation-ready 3D characters in accordance with

embodiments of the invention are discussed further below.

Systems for generating an animation-ready 3D character model

[0041] A system for generating an animation-ready 3D character model in

accordance with the embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 2 . The system

200 includes an application server 202 that is configured to communicate with a client

device 204 via a network such as the Internet 206. The application server is typically

configured to provide a user interface to the client device via which a user is able to

specify characteristics of a 3D character. The application server includes a generative

model. In many embodiments, the application server uses the description provided via

the client device to create a 3D anatomical mesh. The application server can also

include a number of clothing mesh templates. The clothing mesh templates typically

include a clothing mesh constrained to have polygon correspondence with the 3D



anatomical meshes generated by the generative model, a template skeleton, and a set

of skinning weights. In several embodiments, the user can specify clothing to apply to

the 3D character and the appropriate clothing mesh is applied to the generated 3D

anatomical mesh. The application server adjusts the template skeleton for the clothing

mesh template in accordance with the shape of the 3D mesh created by the application

of the clothing mesh to the 3D anatomical mesh. The application server can then apply

the skinning weights from the clothing mesh template to rig the generated 3D character

model. During the generation of the animation-ready 3D character model, artifacts can

occur at complex vertices of the 3D mesh and the application server is configured to

correct these artifacts. In the illustrated embodiment, the generative model used to

produce the 3D anatomical mesh is created using a database of character shapes 208.

Any of a variety of processes can be used in the creation of a generative model including

supervised learning in which each of the example 3D meshes in a database is labeled

and a process such as the process described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No.

11/881 , 1 72 entitled " Shape Completion, Animation and Marker-less Motion Capture of

People, Animals or Characters " to Anguelov et al., filed July 25, 2007, the disclosure of

which is incorporated by reference in its entirety, is used to build a model describing the

space of anatomical shapes for a particular type of 3D character. The process

described by Anguelov et al. involves modeling the deformations between the shape of

each example 3D mesh as a linear model. Although other processes can be utilized, the

process described by Anguelov et al. includes the advantage that all 3D anatomical

meshes generated by the model possess polygon correspondence. Polygon

correspondence refers to the fact that each 3D mesh includes the same number of

polygons and that each polygon has a corresponding polygon in all of the 3D meshes.

As is discussed further below, generating 3D anatomical meshes that have polygon

correspondence can provide a number of benefits during the application of a clothing

mesh and/or during the application of skinning weights to complete the rigging of the

generated 3D character model. Processes for building a generative model and the use



of a generative model in the automatic generation of animation-ready 3D character

models in accordance with embodiments of the invention are discussed further below.

[0042] The generation of a 3D character by a system in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention can be performed iteratively in real time and in a variety of

contexts. For example, an animation-ready 3D character model can be generated by an

animator using a web based user interface provided by the application server and the

animation-ready 3D character model can be downloaded to a client device for

animation. In many instances, the client device can also specify motions to animate the

generated 3D character model and download both the 3D character model and the

motion data used to animate the 3D character model. The animator could specify the

motion data manually or generate the motion data automatically using a process such

as one of the processes described in accordance with the process described in U.S.

Patent Application No. 12/370,269 entitled "Interactive Design, Synthesis and Delivery of

3D Character Motion Data Through the Web " , to Taylor et at., filed February 2 , 2009 the

disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. Another context

in which an animation-ready 3D character model in accordance with an embodiment of

the invention can be generated in real time is the creation of a 3D character or avatar by

a user for use in a 3D interactive application such as a video game. An application

server in accordance with an embodiment of the invention can enable a user to specify

the characteristics and clothing of a 3D character, and the generated 3D character

model can be animated within the 3D video game. Systems and methods in accordance

with embodiments of the invention can also be utilized to generate animation-ready 3D

character models or animated 3D characters in a variety of contexts including but not

limited to those outlined above and contexts in which the generation is performed,

offline on a local workstation, and/or in a non-real time environment.

Generating a 3D character



[0043] A process for generating an animation-ready 3D character model in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 3 . The process

300 commences when a user provides (302) a definition of a desired 3D character. The

definition is typically provided using a series of model parameters, where each model

parameter describes a particular anatomical characteristic of the 3D character.

Examples of model parameters include, but are not limited to, height, weight,

musculature, and attractiveness. The description of the 3D character is used to

automatically generate (304) a 3D anatomical mesh using a generative model. The

automatic generation of a 3D anatomical mesh is discussed further below. The user

can also specify clothing for the character. Typically the clothing is selected (306) from

one of a number of options, where each option corresponds to a clothing mesh

template. In many instances, artifacts such as mesh flattening occur at complex

vertices when a clothing mesh is applied to the generated 3D anatomical mesh.

Therefore, a process can be applied to correct (308) for introduced artifacts in the

clothed mesh of the 3D character. Processes for correcting for introduced artifacts are

discussed further below. Once a clothed mesh has been generated by the application of

a clothing mesh to a generated 3D anatomical mesh, the template skeleton of the

clothing mesh model is automatically modified (31 0) based upon the shape of the

clothed mesh. The rigging of the clothed mesh is then completed by automatically

generating skinning weights (31 2) for the clothed mesh. In a number of embodiments,

polygon correspondence between the clothed mesh and the clothing mesh template

enables the clothed mesh to be rigged by simply applying the same skinning weights

from the clothing mesh template to the clothed mesh of the 3D character. The

automatic rigging of animation-ready 3D character models is also discussed further

below.

[0044] As can be readily appreciated from a comparison of the processes illustrated

in FIGS. 1 and 3 , the process 300 illustrated in FIG. 3 requires considerably less

specialized knowledge in order to generate an animation-ready 3D character model. A



user need simply describe the 3D character using a simple user interface and select

clothing from a number of clothing options. The generation of the mesh, skeleton and

skinning weights for the 3D character model is entirely automated. In the event that the

user is unsatisfied with the appearance of the 3D character, the user can modify the

description of the character and automatically regenerate the 3D character until

satisfied. In many embodiments, the computation complexity of generating an

animation-ready 3D character model is sufficiently economical that the 3D character

model can be generated in real time. Although a specific process is illustrated in FIG. 3

for generating an animation-ready 3D character model, any of a variety of other

processes involving a user specifying the characteristics and clothing of a 3D character

and then automatically generating a 3D anatomical mesh to which clothing meshes can

be applied can be utilized in accordance with embodiments of the invention.

Creation of a generative model

[0045] The process illustrated in FIG. 3 assumes the presence of a generative model

that can be used to generate a 3D anatomical mesh for a 3D character based upon

characteristics specified by a user. A generative model can be constructed using a

machine learning technology similar to the machine learning technology described in

U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/881 , 1 72, incorporated by reference above, and

further described by Anguelov et al., " SCAPE: Shape Completion and Animation of

People " Proceedings of SIGGRAPH Conference (2005), the disclosure of which is also

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. In many embodiments, Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) is used to learn a generative model for a particular type of

3D character. For example, separate generative models can be created for men,

women, boys, girls, and/or different species of animal. PCA is a mathematical

procedure that transforms a number of possibly correlated variables into a smaller

number of uncorrelated variables called principal components.



[0046] A data set of 3D anatomical meshes can be derived from range scans of real

individuals, animals, or sculptures, or from synthetic data. To perform PCA, the 3D

anatomical meshes in the data set are registered and placed in correspondence with

one of the meshes, which is selected as a template mesh, and a single generative or

morphable model is created by computing point to point correspondences between the

template mesh and the remaining 3D anatomical meshes in the data set. In several

embodiments, PCA is applied to vertex positions as described by Blanz et al. "A

morphable model for the synthesis of 3D faces " , Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH ( 1999),

the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. In a number

of embodiments, PCA is applied to determine the correspondence between the polygons

of the template mesh and the other 3D anatomical meshes in the data set as described

by Anguelov et al. in the paper incorporated by reference above. An advantage of using

PCA based upon polygon correspondence is that all 3D anatomical meshes generated

by the anatomical model possess polygon correspondence, which can simplify the

processes associated with applying clothing meshes to the generated 3D anatomical

mesh, and applying skinning weights to rig the clothed mesh. In other embodiments,

PCA can be applied to any of a variety of different manually or automatically identified

correspondence characteristics. Alternatively, processes other than PCA can be

utilized to create a generative model capable of generating 3D anatomical meshes for a

3D character type.

Re-parameterization of principal components

[0047] Once the principal components for the 3D character type are identified using

PCA of the data set, anatomical meshes for 3D characters can be generated based upon

a specification of principal components. In order to have a meaningful interaction with

the principal components that define the shape of the 3D mesh of a character type 's

anatomy, the principal components can be re-parametrized in terms concepts that are

meaningful when describing the anatomical shape of a 3D character. For example, the



principal components can be projected onto the axis of a multi-dimensional space

describing anatomical shape such as, but not limited to, weight, height, muscularity,

and attractiveness. Re-parametrization can leverage both automatic and manual

labeling of the 3D anatomical mesh data set by enabling each principal component or

groups of principal components to be expressed as a function of a set of labels. In many

embodiments, these functions are automatically learned based upon the relationship

between the labels vector and the PCA components of each 3D anatomical mesh in the

training data set. In several embodiments, the functions are constrained to be linear

and a learning process similar to the process described by Allen et al., "The space of

human body shapes: reconstruction and parameterization from range scans " , ACM

Transactions on Graphics 22, 3 (2003), 587 - 594, the disclosure of which is incorporated

by reference herein in its entirety, is utilized. In a number of embodiments, a layer of

non-linear transformation can be applied between the principal components and the

labels provided to the user. For example, body mass index can be a function of the

semantic components height and weight. In other embodiments, any of a number of

different functions and/or learning processes can be utilized to re-parameterize the

principal components in accordance with the requirements of a specific application.

[0048] A re-parameterized generative model in accordance with embodiments of the

invention enables the generation of a 3D anatomical mesh by specification of a few

simple parameters corresponding to well known anatomical characteristics. The

parameters used to describe the anatomical characteristics can be referred to as model

parameters. Not only does the generative model enable generation of 3D anatomical

meshes similar to the 3D meshes observed in the example data set, but the generative

model can also generate new 3D anatomical meshes derived from the example 3D

anatomical meshes, and having model parameters inside the observed range of the

principal components (interpolation). In addition, the generative model can generate

new 3D anatomical models derived from the observed data, and having model



parameters that our outside the observed range of the principal components

(extrapolation).

[0049] A process for creating a generative model capable of generating a 3D

anatomical mesh for a specified 3D character type in accordance with an embodiment

of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 4 . The process 400 includes labeling (402) example

3D anatomical meshes, performing principal component analysis (404) on the example

3D anatomical meshes, and automatically re-parameterizing (406) the principal

components of the generative model in terms of model parameters. The result is a

generative model defined by the principal components and a set of functions that map

model parameters to the principal components. Although a specific process is

illustrated in FIG. 4 , alternative processes satisfying the requirements of specific

applications can be utilized to create a generative model capable of generating 3D

anatomical meshes based upon model parameters in accordance with embodiments of

the invention.

Application of a clothing mesh

[0050] Once a generative model is obtained, a 3D anatomical mesh for the particular

3D character type can be created by simply specifying desired model parameters for a

3D character that is sought to be generated. The generated 3D anatomical mesh can be

used to drive different clothing mesh templates that can be used to customize the

appearance of the generated 3D character. In many embodiments, the clothing mesh

templates are designed by an animator and, as is discussed further below, include a

template skeleton and skinning weights. In a number of embodiments, the generative

model is created in such a way that all 3D anatomical meshes generated by it include

the same number of corresponding polygons. As a result, the UV mapping for the

texture of the clothing mesh template does not vary based upon the shape of the

generated 3D anatomical model and the clothing mesh template can be applied to all

3D anatomical models generated by the generative model. In this way aspects of the



appearance of the clothing including but not limited to the color and pattern of the

clothing can be interactively edited in real time with the new textures simply being

applied using the same UV mappings defined for the clothing mesh template.

[0051] A process for applying a clothing mesh template to a generated 3D

anatomical model in accordance with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in

FIG. 5. The process 500 includes creating (502) a clothing mesh template. The clothing

mesh template is typically manually created. There are different possible processes for

applying (504) a clothing mesh template to a 3D anatomical mesh. In several

embodiments, a generative model is used to generate a 3D anatomical mesh, which an

animator then uses as the basis for creating and rigging a clothing mesh template in a

way that preserves mesh registration. The clothing mesh template has polygon

correspondence with the 3D anatomical meshes generated by the generative model and

as a result the Mean Value Coordinates algorithm can be utilized to " drive " the

deformation of the clothing mesh template using a generated 3D anatomical mesh. The

Mean Value Coordinates algorithm is generally defined by Tao et al. " Mean Value

Coordinates for Closed Triangular Meshes " , Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH (2005), the

disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. The clothed

mesh template deformation is driven by the 3D anatomical mesh in the following way:

i ) for each vertex "i" of the clothed mesh template, the mean value weight (a

vector Wi that express the position of vertex "i" as a weighted average of the

vertices of the 3D anatomical mesh) is computed;

ii) a matrix W is obtained that gives the position of the clothed mesh template

vertices as functions of the position of the vertices of the 3D anatomical

mesh;

iii) applying the positions of the vertices of a specific generated 3D anatomical

mesh to the matrix W can provide the deformed vertices of the clothing mesh

template, creating what is referred to as a clothed template.



[0052] As an extension, several embodiments of the invention utilize the following

additional steps to express the position of the clothing mesh vertices as a function of

the model parameters used to generate 3D anatomical meshes:

iv) static shape learning and semantic projection operations can be performed to

output a matrix V that encodes the linear relationship between the model

parameters used to generate the 3D anatomical mesh and the anatomical

mesh vertices; and

v) a matrix M=W*V is calculated that provides the clothed mesh template vertex

positions as functions of the model parameters.

[0053] Although specific processes are presented above for deforming a clothing mesh

template, other processes in accordance with embodiments of the invention can be

utilized to deform clothing mesh templates in response to model parameters specified

by a user. For example, in many embodiments a pre-existing clothing mesh template is

created and morphed into the shape of a generated 3D anatomical mesh by virtue of a

non-rigid mesh registration process such as the process described in U.S. Patent

Application Serial No. 12/1 56,132 to Corazza et al. entitled "Automatic Generation of

Human Models for Motion Capture, Biomechanics, and Animation " , and filed May 29,

2008, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

Accordingly, any of a variety of processes can be utilized to apply a clothing mesh

template to a 3D anatomical mesh in accordance with an embodiment of the invention

including process that involve deformation of the clothing mesh template and/or

processes that involve morphing of the clothing mesh template.

[0054] In many embodiments, the applied clothing mesh template can be

interactively edited (506) until a desired appearance is achieved. For example, the

texture of the clothed mesh can be customized by using an input received via a user

interface such as a common HSV color representation to map a new color texture to the

clothed mesh. In many embodiments, the mapping (508) of textures to the clothed



mesh is simplified by enforcing polygon correspondence between the clothing mesh

template and the 3D anatomical mesh used to create the clothed mesh. The polygon

correspondence between the clothing mesh template and the clothed mesh means that

texture can be automatically applied to the clothed mesh using the same UV mappings

as were used to apply texture to the clothing mesh model. In this way, new textures can

be applied to the clothed mesh in real time interactive manner.

[0055] The temporal dynamic behavior of the moving clothes can be incorporated

into the animation of the 3D character by coupling the kinematics of the clothing mesh

template to those of the 3D anatomical mesh after a proper rigging is performed.

However, prior to the rigging of a clothed mesh, a number of artifacts that can result

from the generation of a 3D character and the application of a clothing mesh template

may be corrected.

Correction of mesh flattening

[0056] When a generative model is used to generate larger characters (specifically

characters with high body mass), intersections between body parts are likely to appear

on regions such as the armpits or groin. When a process such as Mean Value

Coordinates is used to transfer information concerning the deformation of a 3D

anatomical mesh to a clothed character (see discussion of rigging below), regions that

intersect in the 3D anatomical mesh can be flattened. An example of mesh flattening is

illustrated in FIG. 6a. The 3D character 600 includes a Mean Value Coordinate artifact in

the form of a flattened armpit 602. In a number of embodiments, processes are applied

to remove artifacts resulting from the process of applying a clothing model to a 3D

anatomical mesh. In several embodiments, a professional animator corrects the

artifacts that occur after the clothing mesh is applied to a generated 3D anatomical

mesh. A blend shape based approach is then used to determine the deformations

applied to remove the artifacts as a function of the model parameters used to generate

the 3D anatomical mesh. A blend shape process uses the modifications made by the



animator to deform the shape of the mesh resulting from the application of a clothing

mesh template to a 3D anatomical mesh. The blend shape process can learn the extent

to which blending is applied using a model such as, but not limited to, a linear model.

Then, depending upon the model parameters used to generate the base 3D anatomical

mesh, the blend shape process is applied to remove artifacts following the application

of the clothing mesh to the 3D anatomical mesh. The results of applying a blend shape

process to the mesh of the 3D character 600 shown in FIG. 6a in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 6b. As can be readily appreciated, the

application of the blend shape process produces a 3D mesh 600 ' for the character in

which the mesh flattening artifact that was present in the armpit region 602 ' of the

mesh is removed. Similar processes can be utilized in accordance with embodiments of

the invention to remove other artifacts.

[0057] A process for removing artifacts following application of a clothing mesh

template to a 3D anatomical mesh in accordance with an embodiment of the invention is

illustrated FIG. 7. The process 700 includes generating (702) 3D meshes by applying

clothing mesh templates to 3D anatomical models generated using a variety of different

model parameters, deforming (704) the generated 3D meshes to eliminate artifacts,

and performing (706) supervised learning to determine blending shapes and blending

weights to apply based upon the model parameters of the 3D anatomical meshes. A

new 3D clothed mesh can then be generated (708) by applying a clothing mesh template

to a newly generated 3D anatomical model, and performing (71 0) blend shaping of the

new 3D mesh shape based upon the model parameters used to generate the new 3D

anatomical model. Although the process illustrated in FIG. 7 utilizes blend shaping,

other processes suitable for specific applications can be utilized that eliminate artifacts

in a 3D mesh resulting from application of a clothing mesh template to a 3D anatomical

mesh in accordance with embodiments of the invention.

Adaptation of skeleton to clothed mesh



[0058] In order to make a 3D character mesh created by applying a clothing mesh

template to a 3D anatomical mesh animation-ready, the 3D character mesh is rigged by

creating a skeleton for the 3D character mesh (i.e. the clothed mesh) and defining

skinning weights. In a number of embodiments, a template skeleton is generated for

each clothing mesh template and a process is applied to the skeleton to move the

skeleton 's joint centers based upon the shape of the clothed mesh generated by

applying the clothing mesh template to a 3D anatomical mesh. In a number of

embodiments, the adjustment of the template skeleton to rig the clothed mesh is

performed using the Mean Value Coordinates algorithm. Mean value weights are

computed for each joint of the skeleton, which are driven by the anatomical mesh

deformation. In embodiments where a linear relationship exists between model

parameters and the position of the mesh vertices, the skeleton joint position can be

expressed as a linear function of semantic values (e.g. user 's defined parameters).

[0059] A process for adjusting a template skeleton in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 8 . The process 800 includes defining a

template skeleton 802 for each clothing mesh model and adjusting the appropriate

template skeleton based upon the shape of a clothed mesh created by generating a 3D

anatomical mesh using the generative model and applying a clothing mesh. In a

number of embodiments, the adjustments are performed using Mean Value Coordinates

algorithm to develop mean value weights that are driven by the deformation of the

clothing mesh template. Although the above process assumes the application of a

clothing mesh, similar processes can also be utilized to adjust a template skeleton in

response to the shape of generated 3D anatomical meshes in the absence of an applied

clothing mesh.

[0060] Although a specific process is illustrated in FIG. 8 , other processes

appropriate to a specific application can be utilized in accordance with embodiments of

the invention.



Generation of skinning weights to bind clothing mesh to skeleton

[0061] In a number of embodiments, the process of generating the mesh for a 3D

character model is constrained so that the same number of polygons is used to create

the mesh of the 3D character irrespective of the shape of the 3D character. Therefore,

skinning weights assigned for the clothed mesh of one 3D character can be applied to

the clothed meshes of other 3D characters generated using the generative model. In

many embodiments, an animator manually defines the skinning weights for a clothing

mesh template for 3D characters generated using the generative model and then the

same skinning weights are used to rig the clothed meshes of all 3D characters created

using the generative model. By simply applying previously generated skinning weights

to a newly generated mesh, an animation-ready 3D character model can be generated

in accordance with an embodiment of the invention and rigged in real time.

[0062] A process for assigning skinning weights to the mesh of a 3D character model

generated in accordance with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 9 .

The process 900 includes manually defining (902) skinning weights for a clothing mesh

template for 3D anatomical meshes generated using a generative model. Ideally, the

skinning weights are defined with respect to the 3D clothed mesh template. However,

the skinning weights can be defined with respect to the base 3D anatomical mesh

generated by the generative model and transferred over to the clothed mesh template.

When a clothed mesh for a new 3D character is created by using the generative model

to generate a 3D anatomical mesh and then applying (904) the clothing mesh template

to the 3D anatomical mesh, the character can be rigged by applying the defined

skinning weights to the clothed mesh of the new 3D character.

[0063] Although a specific process is described above for applying predefined

skinning weights to clothed meshes of 3D characters in reliance upon polygon

correspondence between the clothed mesh and a clothing mesh template, other

processes for automatically generating skinning weights where similar constraints do

not apply can be utilized in rigging the meshes of 3D characters in accordance with



embodiments of the invention. However, such processes typically cannot simply apply a

previously defined set of skinning weights to a newly generated clothed mesh.

Real time generation and iterative design

[0064] Generation of animation-ready 3D character models in accordance with the

processes outlined above can be performed in real time and an interactive user

interface used iteratively to display the 3D character and to receive inputs from the user

for the generation of a new animation-ready 3D character model based upon

modifications to the model parameters defining the previous animation-ready 3D

character model. When finalized, the animation-ready 3D character model can be

animated using motion data and/or downloaded or stored for use in a variety of formats.

[0065] A workflow for generating an animation ready 3D character in accordance

with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 10 . As is illustrated in the

workflow 1000, the user provides ( 1002) body shape or model parameters that enable

the generation of a 3D anatomical mesh. The 3D anatomical mesh is generated ( 1 004)

based upon a model created using a database 1006 representative of a continuous

space of 3D character shapes. The database also includes previously defined clothing

mesh templates 1008 that include a clothing mesh and skinning weights defined with

respect to a template skeleton. Based upon clothing and/or texture parameters

selected by the user, the workflow adjusts ( 1 0 12) the stored template skeleton for the

selected clothes based upon the shape of the 3D anatomical mesh generated by the

generative model. The appropriate clothing mesh template corresponding to the

selected clothing is applied to the 3D anatomical mesh, which is rigged ( 1014) using the

adjusted template skeleton. The template skeleton skinning weights are then applied

( 1 0 16) to the rigged mesh to complete the animation-ready 3D character 1018. The

process can iterate by modifying the body shape parameters and clothing parameters

until the 3D character is satisfactory. Although a specific workflow is illustrated in FIG.



10 , other workflows appropriate to a specific application can also be utilized in

accordance with embodiments of the invention.

[0066] The present invention has been described above with respect to many specific

embodiments, however, a variety of additional modifications and variations would be

apparent to those skilled in the art. For example, many of the processes described

above assume the automation of many steps that were previously performed manually

by animators. In many embodiments, a single step in an animators work flow is

automated using one of the processes outlined above and/or additional techniques can

be utilized to further automate the generation of animation-ready 3D characters. Thus,

embodiments of the present invention should be considered in all respects as

illustrative and not restrictive.



WHAT IS CLAIMED:

1. A system for automatically generating an animation-ready 3D character

model in response to user defined model parameters and clothing selections,

comprising:

an application server configured to receive the user defined model parameters

and the clothing selection via a user interface;

wherein the application server includes a generative model and the application

server is configured to generate a 3D anatomical mesh based upon the user defined

model parameters using the generative model;

wherein the application server includes at least one clothing mesh template

including a clothing mesh, a template skeleton, and skinning weights and the

application server is configured to apply the clothing mesh from the clothing mesh

template corresponding to the user clothing selection to the generated 3D anatomical

mesh to create a clothed mesh;

wherein the application server is configured to adjust the template skeleton of

the clothing mesh template corresponding to the user clothing selection based upon the

shape of the clothed mesh;

wherein the application server is configured to generate skinning weights based

upon the skinning weights of the clothing mesh template corresponding to the user

clothing selection;

wherein the application server stores an animation-ready 3D character model

including the clothed mesh, the adjusted skeleton, and the generated skinning weights.

2 . The system of claim 1, wherein the clothed mesh has polygon

correspondence with the clothing mesh template corresponding to the user clothing

selection.



3 . The system of claim 2 , wherein the generated skinning weights are the

same as the skinning weights of the clothing mesh template corresponding to the user

clothing selection.

4 . The system of claim 2 , wherein:

the clothing mesh model includes UV mappings used to map texture to the

clothing mesh model; and

the application server is configured to apply modified textures to the clothed

mesh utilizing the UV mappings.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the user interface is a web based user

interface generated by the application server.

6 . The system of claim 5 , wherein the application server is configured to

generate the animation-ready 3D character model in real time in response to receipt of

the user defined model parameters and the clothing selection via the web based user

interface.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein:

the generative model is produced by principal component analysis of a data set of

3D meshes;

the application server is configured to transform the user defined model

parameters in terms of the principal components of the generative model; and

the 3D anatomical mesh is generated using the transformed user defined model

parameters and the generative model.

8 . The system of claim 1, wherein the application server is configured to

apply the clothing mesh template to the 3D anatomical mesh using a Mean Value



Coordinates calculation that deforms the vertices of the clothing mesh template in

response to the location of the vertices of the 3D anatomical mesh.

9 . The system of claim 8 , wherein the application server is configured to

apply a blend shape process to correct artifacts in the clothed mesh introduced by the

Mean Value Coordinates calculation.

10 . The system of claim 8 , wherein the application server is configured to

adjust the template skeleton based upon the deformation of the clothing mesh template

using a Mean Value Coordinates calculation.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the application server is configured to

apply the clothing mesh template to the 3D anatomical mesh by morphing the clothing

mesh template into the 3D anatomical mesh using a non-rigid mesh registration

process.

12 . A method for generating an animation-ready 3D character model using a

generative model and at least one clothing mesh template including a clothing mesh, a

template skeleton, and skinning weights, the method comprising:

receiving model parameters and a clothing selection via a user interface;

automatically generating a 3D anatomical mesh based upon the received model

parameters;

automatically applying a clothing mesh template based upon the clothing

selection to the generated 3D anatomical model to produce a clothed mesh; and

automatically rigging the clothed mesh by adjusting the template skeleton and

generating skinning weights based upon the skinning weight of the clothing mesh

template.



13. The method of claim 12 , wherein generating a 3D anatomical mesh based

upon the received model parameters further comprises:

mapping the model parameters to principal components of a generative model,

where the generative model is created by principal component analysis of a data set of

3D meshes; and

generating a 3D anatomical mesh based upon the mapped model parameters

using the generative model.

14. The method of claim 12 , wherein applying a clothing mesh template

based upon the clothing selection to the generated 3D anatomical model to produce a

clothed mesh further comprises using a Mean Value Coordinates calculation that

deform the vertices of the clothing mesh template in response to the location of the

vertices of the 3D anatomical mesh.

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising applying a blend shape

process to correct artifacts in the clothed mesh introduced by the Mean Value

Coordinates calculation.

16 . The method of claim 14, wherein adjusting the template skeleton further

comprises adjusting the joints of the skeleton based upon the deformation of the

clothing mesh template using a Mean Value Coordinates calculation.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein applying a clothing mesh template

based upon the clothing selection to the generated 3D anatomical model to produce a

clothed mesh further comprises applying the clothing mesh template to the 3D

anatomical mesh by morphing the clothing mesh template into the 3D anatomical mesh

using a non-rigid mesh registration process.



18. The method of claim 1, wherein the clothed mesh has polygon

correspondence with the clothing mesh template selected by the user.

19 . The method of claim 18, wherein the generated skinning weights are the

same as the skinning weights of the clothing mesh template.

20. The method of claim 18 , further comprising modifying the texture of the

clothed mesh by applying textures using UV mappings that were used to map texture to

the clothing mesh model.

2 1. A process for applying a clothing mesh to a 3D anatomical mesh,

comprising deforming the vertices of the clothing mesh based upon the vertices of the

3D anatomical mesh using a Mean Value Coordinates calculation.

22. The process of claim 2 1 , further comprising applying a blend shape

process to correct artifacts in the clothed mesh introduced by the Mean Value

Coordinates calculation.

22. A process for adjusting a template skeleton for use in the rigging of a 3D

mesh generated by deforming a template mesh using a generated mesh produced by a

generative model, comprising modifying the location of the joints of the template

skeleton based upon the deformation of the template mesh using a Mean Value

Coordinate calculation.
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